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Course Description

This course is a practical, general workplace training supported by an individualized learning plan developed by the employer, college, and student.

Text, References, and Supplies

- *Midland College Paramedic Handbook*
- Uniform t-shirt, pants, footwear
- Stethoscope

Student Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of the course, students will:

1. Apply the theory, concepts and skills involving specialized materials, equipment, procedures, regulations, laws and interactions within and among political, economic, environmental, social, and legal systems associated with Emergency Medical Services.
2. Demonstrate legal and ethical behavior, safety practices, interpersonal and teamwork skills, communicating in the language of the Paramedic
3. Recognize, assess, and manage medical emergencies under the direction of a physician.
4. Provide pre-hospital emergency care to acutely ill patients by ambulance service and secondarily in other appropriate settings (such as hospitals).

Student Contributions, Responsibilities and Class Policies

Students will be expected to attend all assigned clinicals. Class will start promptly at the top of the hour. Students are required to arrive 15 minutes prior to beginning of shift. Any student arriving late will be counted tardy. Three tardies will result in 1 absence. Students will be allowed 3 absences during a clinical session. If they exceed 3 they will be dropped from the program.

Students must complete the required number of clinicals specified by the instructor in an allotted time, i.e. two (2) ER and two (2) ambulance rotations in a calendar month. If the requirement is not met the student will have a zero averaged in with the grade that is made on the next clinical or rotation.

Evaluation of Students

Individual clinical rotations will be assigned grades and then averaged to determine the final grade. Students MUST complete all hours, patient contacts, skill competencies, etc. that are required in the Midland College Paramedic Handbook for the semester.
Course Schedule

To be announced.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Any student who, because of a disabling condition, may require some special arrangements in order to meet course requirements should contact Shep Grinnan as soon as possible. Mr. Grinnan’s office is located in the Scharbauer Student Center Building. These conditions may include documented physical or educational disabilities. Please be aware that services or accommodations are not automatic. Each student must request them and secure the proper authorizations/documentation.
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